
 Song Box 

Post Christmas family crafts

Day 1 – upcycled bunting

Crafting is companionable, collaborative and creative. Make sure everyone in 
your crafting team has a satisfying task, from Granny to babe. This stuff 
doesn't have to be perfect! Good enough is enough. 

Materials: used wrapping paper; empty, colourful, lightweight, carboard 
boxes eg tissues, tea etc; used ribbon, string or wool; scissors (age 
appropriate); selotape; sticky labels, hole punch; paper clips (as appropriate 
to ages); stapler (optional as appropriate to ages), glue of your choice (age 
appropriate).

Home made glue: If your crafters would enjoy gluing with their fingers, or a 
course paint brush, you can make your own non-toxic glue by mixing equal 
quantities of flour and water ie 1 cup of flour to one cup of water. Mix 
thoroughly till smooth. Add 2 dessert spoons of salt to discourage mould (and 
to discourage licking). Mix well. Add a little more water if too thick. Store in a 
sealed container in the fridge. Will last a few days at least.

Bunting: 

Materials:  empty, colourful, lightweight, carboard boxes eg tissues, tea etc; 
used ribbon or string; scissors (age appropriate); hole punch.
Skills:  scissor skills, hole punching (younger children can enjoy this with 
varying levels of supervision), lacing (younger children can enjoy this with 
varying levels of supervision), knotting. 
Steps:

• Cut up your box/es into good sized pieces. The shape and size are all 
personal and artistic choices.

• Use a hole punch to make a single hole in each piece of cardboard.
• Measure out about 1m of parcel ribbon, string or wool.
• Lace the pieces of carborad onto the string. It is useful to put a simple 

knot on some or all the pieces to stop them all bunching up.
• When completed, make a loop and knot it at each end of the string, to 

hang the bunting up by.



Paper ribbons:

Materials: flat, used, fairly firm, wrapping paper; scissors; seloptape or sticky 
labels; ribbon, string or wool.
Skills: cutting, placing sticky labels or selotape.
Steps:

• cut long strips of flat used wrapping paper.
• Line up ends and stick together untill desired length achieved.
• Stick a loop of ribbon, string or wool to the terminal ends to aide 

hanging up.

Paper chains:

Materials: flat used wrapping paper, scissors, selotape or sticky labels.
Skills: cutting, sticking.
Steps:

• Cut lots of strips of flat wrapping paper, all of similar length.
• Take first strip and close the strip to make a circular band. Secure 

with selotape or a sticky label.
• Take the next paper strip, thread it through the first band, and then

close and secure it, making another band. Continue untill the 
paper chain is the desired length. 



Palm trees:

Materials: used wrapping paper (flat), scissors, glue, paper clips, used 
ribbon, string or wool.
Skills: folding, spreading glue (could be with fingers or course brush for 
younger children), rolling paper, using paper clips, cutting.
Steps:

• cut a rectangle of flat paper .
• fold along a long edge by roughly a quarter of the depth. Crease the 

edge firmly.
• Spread this narrow rectangle with non-toxic glue.
• Roll the paper to make a cylinder, glued at only one end. 
• Use paper clips to secure the tube and leave to dry thoroughly. 
• Make long cuts up the tube to the edge of the glued area.
• Remove the paper clips.
• Gently jiggle the fronds to spread a bit.
• Stand solid end on a firm surface, or poke onto Christmas tree twigs, 

fingers etc so that paper fronds spread out widely
• Or tape a loop of ribbon to the solid end to hang dangling downwards.



Icicles:

Materials: flat, used wrapping paper, scissors, selotape or sticky labels, 
ribbon, string or wool.
Skills: cutting, folding, sticking.
Steps:

• cut two equal sized strips of wrapping paper.
• Lay them at right angles to each other, with the ends neatly overlapped.
• Secure the overlaping ends with selotape or a sticky label.
• Begin carefully folding the underneath strip over the one on top, 

keeping the strips always at right angles to each other.
• On the final fold, carefully tape the last two layers together to secure the

icicle. 
• Take a length of ribbon, string or wool. Make a loop and tape that to one

end of the icicle for hanging.



Shaddow heart:

Materials: used wrapping paper, a length of used ribbon, string or wool, 
scissors, glue, paper clips, selotape, staples.
Skills: This is the trickiest item. It requires dexterous cutting, measuring or 
estimating, and using a stapeler.
Steps:

• Cut 2 long strips from flat wrapping paper.
• Keeping them paired, cut them down to give a long pair, a middle sized 

pair and a shorter pair .
• Gather them all up, with all the bottom edges together, with the longest 

strips in the middle, and the shortest strips on the outside of the bundle.
• Take one half of the bundle, being 3 strips long to short.
• Make a loop of ribbon, string or wool. Place the tips of the ribbon etc by 

the base of the strips, making sure the loop is resting against the 
longest strip.

• Secure the loop to the paper strips with selotape.
• Replace the other 3 strips against the loop, making sure the longest 

strip is beside the loop and the shortest strip is on the outside of the 
bundle.

• Make sure that all the edges are level and secure the 6 strips, and the 
tips of the ribbon, with a staple through all. This could also be done by 
carefully glueing, paper clipping and leaving to dry, but that would be 
extrememly fiddly!

• Finally, gently fold down each pair of strips, shortest first, gather 
together with all edges level, and secure with a staple.



A song and a game: "I'm a little fir tree"

Once you have completed crafting your extra bunting you can play this game.
An adult, or child who can stand still, stands (or kneels as necessary) in the 
centre with their arms and fingers spread out to be the fir tree. Everyone else 
gets to festoon them with the decorations you have made. You'll probably 
need to find, or make, a star to go on top too! 

"I'm a little fir tree" (to the tune of I'm a little tea pot)

I'm a little fir tree
Tall and straight
All the year I stand and wait
When at last it's Christmas
See me shine!
Dress me up
It's party time!

Song Box is proud to be a finalist, again, for "best music group" 
in the Little Vikings 2018 Awards. If you have enjoyed these crafty ideas 
please vote for Song Box at www.little-vikings.co.uk/awards/

Voting closes at midnight on 31 December 2017

Happy holidays!


